ADVANTAGES

A seats
- The individually adjustable armrests can be adjusted via the foot switches and the one-hand release

Taylor target
- The unique dynamic guiding system supports correct sitting postures while adjusting your back
- Seat height adjustment is also effected individually via the foot switches

Chair
- The cast-aluminum lightweight chassis featuring double casters and a central brake provides maximum stability and at the same time unlimited mobility
- Battery operation for power supply-independent use
- The ultimate surgeon’s chair for microsurgery.

THE ULTIMATE OR EQUIPMENT

Made for your health

As a surgeon, you and your team are performing extremely strenuous physical and mental work. It is therefore sensible to reduce your stress load to a minimum and switch to eyeForce. Create your own optimized working conditions and avoid unnecessary stress for your entire surgery team by setting up a workplace customized to your personal needs. In combination with the ergonomic surgeon’s stool, surgiForce, eyeForce is the perfect working platform for surgeons and their teams in ophthalmic or micro-surgery.

Your work is our challenge!
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**ADVANTAGES**

- Mains-independent operation thanks to powerful and environmentally friendly batteries (lasting between 35 and 40 surgery cycles), quickly exchangeable via drawer in case of emergencies.
- Up and down swiveling foot control via two 4-way joysticks plus activation switch allow sensitive chair adjustment even after the surgeon is already aseptic.
- Manual keypad with five individually programmable memory positions, reset button, and auto-run function.
- The 3-D and longitudinally adjustable headrest element with head molding ensure safe and correct positioning of the patient’s head.
- Lightweight travel gear made of cast aluminum with four fully rotating double-run casters for easy rolling motion even on bumpy surfaces.
- Optimized control handling of the chair by only a single person thanks to the electronically controlled braking system with “Steering Guide” function.
- Push handles at the head and foot ends for easy maneuvering.
- Optical recognition of the wheel positioning function: Easy recharging of the equipment thanks to charging adapter and integrated battery charger circuit board.
- Extra security thanks to exchangeable battery drawer (changing system).
- Decelerated directional unlimited movement.

**EQUIPMENT**

- Battery drawer for easy and rapid battery changes.
- Swiveling foot control element for sensitive chair adjustment.
- Manual switches with five freely configurable memory positions, reset button, and auto-run function.
- E-Drive system for effortless and rapid movement of the chair over long distances. The new optional e-drive system consists of a 5th wheel with drive motor. It serves as a pushing aid for easy forward and backward movement – with an extra range of 2 kilometers per battery charge.
- The system’s operation is identical to that of the “Steering Guide” system, on-the-spot push buttons with potentiometer for infinite speed adjustment. It is possible to integrate the system any time at a later date. Perfect for floor space.

**SURGICAL CHAIRS & TABLES**

- Discover the future of modern ophthalmic surgery with e-drive.
- Electronic pushing aid, very easy to use!